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Mission Statement: Trout Unlimited is a national organization
dedicated to protecting and improving cold water fishing resources.
Our local chapter is a key building block and our local members
volunteer their time, money and energy to improving cold-water
fishing resources in New Hampshire. Almost all members love
fly fishing, and related activities, such as fly tying.

Hello fellow MRVTU Chapter members:

was asked by George our newsletter editor to provide the traditional “letter from the
president” for this edition of the MRVTU newsletter. So here goes. First, I’d like to thank all
of you, the chapter members for supporting the Chapter during this “ZOOM” time. While we
have not met in person for most of the year, you have shown by your attendance and support
of the raffles that you still care. Thank you.
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I’d also like to thank the Board members,
Todd (VP & Entertainment Chair, Ted
(Treasurer), Tom (Secretary), George (Director
and newsletter editor) and Joel, my predecessor
as Chapter President. All of you have been
super supportive, productive and open to new
challenges and programs.
This past year the Chapter has provided
web meetings with special guests that ran the
range from Forest Ecologist, Lindsey Rustad,
to author Lou Zambello, to northern pike
expert fly-tyer and fisher Nome Stark, to Maine
author Tim Caverly to, Casting for Recovery’s
Nicole Paquette to Keepem Wet’s Sascha Clark
Danylchuk to the memorable and fly-fishing
legend, Bob Clouser. What a wide variety of
speakers and subject matter, consistent with
the Board’s goal of providing education and
entertainment for the Chapter members. April
and May’s meeting will continue as ZOOM
events.
The weather is surely warming up, ice out
is right around the corner and we will all be
able to break the winter doldrums get our gear
wet once more. We are very excited that this
year we may be able to resume our face-to-face
meetings, but perhaps with a twist. The Board
is also in the midst of discussing what group
activities we can plan for during the coming new
year. We’ll keep you informed via the Chapter
emails.
If you have any and all suggestions for
this upcoming season, ideas for guest speakers,
topics for meetings, etc. feel free to let me know.
My email is bbbluhmmm1953@gmail.com.
A few reminders for all. 2021 Trout Camp
is being scheduled so if you know of anyone

14yrs old interest please let me know. Also,
we are planning to have the 19th annual 2022
Fly Fish NH Show resume February 26, 2022.
Details to come. Save the date.
Shirts and hats are now available at reduced
prices. Check out the SHOP page on the
webpage http://merrimacktu.org.
Take care all and stay safe.
Bob Bluhm
MRVTU Chapter President
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© ROGER IRWIN

The New Hampshire Fish and Game
Department (NHFG) manages 53 remote trout
ponds throughout the state and each one provides
a different experience for the angler. Over the
past six years I have made it a point to fish many
of these waterbodies. I always try to explore a few
new ones each year while also returning to many
old favorites. If you enjoy an adventure off the
beaten path, as well as hiking and camping, try fly
fishing a remote pond. The necessary equipment
isn’t budget breaking or hard to find and will add a
new element to your outdoor adventures.
Most remote ponds are tree lined and undeveloped, making fishing from the shore nearly
impossible. Depending on the access trail, carrying
a canoe is often challenging. The way to go is to
bring a float tube. Float tubes are easy to carry and
allow you to fish the entire pond. Starting at just
over $100, and going up from there, there is a float
tube for every budget.
Many of the paths leading to these ponds are
used by recreational hikers so there are countless descriptions of trail conditions, lengths,
and difficulty. It is important to be ready for the
journey, not just the angling. Be prepared for
changing weather conditions, tell someone where
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Less often you will see fish taking insects
off the water’s surface. I’ve heard many
stories of legendary dry-fly hatch, but in
reality they only happen a few times each
season on remote waterbodies. When they
do occur it is usually either early or late in
the day. However, fish may take a fly on the
surface even though there is not an active
dry-fly hatch happening.
I find streamers and wet flies often work
the best in remote waterbodies. By varying
the retrieve and the depth fished, you often

© SCOTT BIRON

you will be going and when you will return,
and always pack the ten essentials for safety
and survival. Learn more about safe hiking
at www.fishnh.com/outdoor-recreation/
hiking-safety.html.
Different ponds offer a unique opportunity for the angler. Some ponds are designated as fly fishing only and have specific
rules regarding the size of the fish that
can be kept. All of these trout are stocked
by NHFG either by helicopter or by backpacking using special containers.
We geared up and prepared
for the hike in to the pond.
Our float tubes were inflated,
and our fly fishing equipment
was either packed in their
pockets or otherwise secured
onto the tubes. Once we were
organized, the tubes were
strapped on like backpacks and
we started our journey. The
hike in is always a great way
to connect with nature and
is a huge part of this type of
fishing experience.
Fly fishing in remote
ponds requires a different
approach from other waterbodies. The fish are not looking upstream
like they would in a river nor are they
hiding behind a boulder looking for food
floating downstream. These brook trout are
cruising all over the pond in search of their
next meal. While the strategy for remote
pond success can get technical, I will try to
simplify things for those who are new to the
sport.

Insects, Fish, and the Water
The “hatch” refers to the variety of insect
larvae that are hatching or emerging. Many
insects originate from the pond’s bottom.
Sometimes you won’t see any fish rising
because they are feeding on these insects
before they get near the surface.

can find the perfect formula for catching
trout with some practice casting from a float
tube. Sink-tip or full-sink fly lines work best
when fishing streamers. I often use a 9-foot
5-weight fly rod; it is the best all-around rod
for these ponds. I have used a 3-weight rod
with success, but if you get into a larger fish
it could break the rod.
With the pond in sight, we paused to look for
any action on the water. A quick visual inspection allowed us to see if any fish were rising, or
if we were going to be lucky enough to witness
a fly hatch on the surface. Finding an easy spot
to get on and off the water may take some time
and a bit of effort, but it’s well worth it.
We anxiously rigged our rods, got into our
waders, put on our personal flotation devices

(PFDs), and then it was tubes to the water! The
last thing we did was mark where we entered
the pond. I always hang a red cloth in a tree
before we embark. This allows us to make our
way easily back to the same location at the end
of the day. Once you get onto these waterbodies
the shoreline often looks the same in all directions so a marker is a big help.
There are a number of lessons learned
through experience and one of the most valuable
I can share is to never try to walk forward
through the water in fins; it is best to put on
float tube fins last, and as close
as possible to the tube, and
then walk backwards toward
your vessel.
We each started with
different flies to see which
patterns would work that
day, and I spent a lot of time
counting to determine the sink
rate of my dropped line. As
my fly hit the water I counted
upwards, which gave me a
rough idea of the depth of my
fly and the depth at which the
fish were feeding. I made a
mental note of the count when I
caught a fish, which also helped
me to gauge how deep the pond was because
water levels fluctuate throughout the year.
One of the refreshing benefits of hitting
a remote pond is the ability to fish one in
the heat of the summer. These ponds are
often spring fed, and if you can locate the
spring (or springs) the trout will usually
be congregated in those areas because the
colder water provides more oxygen.
In contrast, when angling during spring
or fall the trout will strike closer to the
shore because insect activity is greater there
during these periods. Brook trout spawn in
the autumn. Never fish over their spawning
beds because this will disrupt the trout’s
eggs and will reduce the number of larvae
the following spring.

To view a list of remote ponds that are managed by the New Hampshire Fish and Game Department,
including maps and access points, visit www.fishnh.com/fishing/trout-remote.html.
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Top to Bottom: Releasing the pond's gem, a wild eastern brook trout;
the mayfly nymph is the inspiration for many fly fishing flies; trout tend
to feed closer to the shore in spring and fall.

© LISA BALLARD

 The New Hampshire Fish and Game
Department’s Let’s Go Fishing Program offers
classes for beginners interested in learning how to
fish remote ponds with a float tube. To learn more
visit www.fishnh/fishing/lets-go-fishing.html.
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Some anglers will try to match the
current insect hatch and they invest
a great deal of time in researching
insect emergence and variables
such as water and air temperature. However, if you are new
to fly fishing, especially on
remote ponds, there are a few
proven fly patterns that may
work well for you.
Stimulator
Dry flies are designed to float on
the surface of the water and mimic what
is hatching above the water. These
types of hatches are not as epic
on remote ponds, and fish in
remote ponds may be less
attracted to dry flies because
they expose them to flying
predators such as eagles. Some
patterns to try include Elk Hair
Caddis, Stimulator, Dorato Hare’s
Brookies Regret
Ear, and Picket Pin.
Wet flies and emergers are usually
easy food for trout and safer because
they are consumed below the surface.

N
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Funny, it didn’t matter what fly we used that
day, the key seemed to be the water temperature. The ride home was a full revival of the
day’s adventures: the most beautiful sights of
the hike were remembered, what happened out
on the water was recounted, and the “when
we go back” plan was made. That immediately
spawned the “new pond to try” discussion, but
in the end we always know our victories will
be up to the fish and the day will be ours to
enjoy along the beautiful trails that lead to the
remote ponds and hidden gems of the
Granite State.

Scott Biron is an active and passionate fly
tying and Let’s Go Fishing instructor for the
New Hampshire Fish and Game Department,
and is a popular draw for people interested
in fly tying instruction at regional outdoor
shows. Biron has an academic’s mastery of
historical New Hampshire’s fly tiers and their
lost patterns, is a member of the Catskill Fly
Tiers Guild, an ambassador for the American
Fly Fishing Museum, and a frequent contributor to the New Hampshire Wildlife Journal.

Scan to
explore a
collection of
remote
pond
fishing
videos
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The trout follow these targets as they
hatch off the bottom of the pond. Effective
patterns to get started with are Hornberg
(multiple colors), 88, Hatching Pupa, and
Tabou Caddis Emerger.
Streamers are patterns that imitate baitfish or act as flashy attractors that mimic
nothing in nature but elicit strikes from
opportunistic fish. Effective at varying water
levels, some standbys include Dick’s Killer,
Beetle, Brookies Regret, and Bloody Marvel.
There are no hard and fast rules when it
comes to what flies to use. You can cast one
day with an 88 fly and catch and release
dozens of fish only to return the next day
with similar weather and not get a fish
to look at that same fly at all. Every year
there is a “hot fly”—and usually it doesn’t
imitate anything. These flies have a catchy
name, but in most cases they hook more
anglers than fish.
Our day turned out to be very productive
for fishing but all the success happened within
a one-hour period. My friend Chuck and I
quickly located several springs, and fishing
over them was the pinnacle of the outing.
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TROUT Streamer Fly Tying and Fishing
Written By: Paul Dubriske & Flies Tied By: Paul Dubriske

T

andem streamer fly tying is the graceful manipulation
of select bird feathers whose form and function are
embellished by blending exquisite 21st century synthetics
creating a lifelike imitation of the northern rainbow smelt.
Every spring, tandem streamer fly tyers eagerly
anticipate the opening of lake fishing and the chance to
troll their creations in the domain of aggressive trophy
fish. The goal is to trigger the instinct of wary fish
to strike. And nothing does this better than tandem
streamers.
I can’t say for sure when the first tandem streamers
were tied. Some say it was the famous 9-3 pattern and
that tandems were being tied before WWII but in the
early 1960’s they started gaining prominence with trolling
fishermen pursuing Landlocked Salmon in major lakes like
Lake Winnipesaukee, Winnisquam and Sunapee Lakes in
NH. Other large lakes in ME, VT, NY and MA were also
prime locations for these special streamers. Maybe it was
the lack of the availability of longer hooks or maybe it was
the desire to create a streamer that was extra long which
was achievable with a wire connecting two hooks and
more closely imitating the extra-long 3-4 year old smelt
often called the “Jack Smelt” that inspired these special
flies.
A tandem streamer is basically a streamer that has
two smaller hooks connected with either a wire line or a
piece of monofilament fastened between the front and
back hook. Each hook is individually finished with tinsel
or mylar or floss to create a certain pattern. Hook sizes
are the tyers preference and some tyers liked to tie the rear
hook facing up. Underwing material like peacock herl and
long-matched saddle hackle feathers create the wing.
The tandem streamer is a preferred imitation when
trolling for landlocked salmon and rainbow trout. Further
triggering the salmon and trout’s instinct to feed on these
imitation smelt is the addition of highly reflective pure
glass, copper or brass beads that will bend and reflect light.
Finishing touches like depth tolerant color synthetic silks,
flash synthetic products like DNA frosty fibers or Big Fly
Fiber all combined for an irresistible presentation to the
wary trophy fish.

MERRIMACK RIVER VALLEY TROUT UNLIMITED

Ten Ten
This article on tandem streamers includes some
history, information on materials and feathers, how light
and color is such a key factor to consider in streamer
construction and why new materials can make a striking
difference, even creating an entire new series of tandem
streamers. Streamer tyers try to broaden their horizons in
fly tying and come up with dramatic new imitations using
new materials blended with the old materials perhaps with
an eye towards catching that once in a lifetime trophy. This
quest can be realized when tying tandem streamers. Fly
tying is a heritage that can make life and fishing better for
all who embrace it. Even if it’s only for a few days a year
at the fly-tying bench or on the water trying the newest
creation.
The tandem streamer can trigger more landlocked
salmon instinct strikes than other smelt like lures, live
smelt or bait. Tying and fishing streamers in northern
waters is a tradition that has been reborn again and again
with each new spring since the early 1900’s. The long
streamer became a most sought-after imitation during the
1920’s when renowned Fly Tyer Carrie Stevens caught a
6 lb. 14oz. trout in a Maine lake and entered it into Field
& Stream’s national fishing contest and won second prize.
The fish was caught on her original Gray Ghost streamer
which she “…tied with Gray feathers to imitate a Rainbow
Smelt.”. The tandem streamer became quite popular in the
‘60’s and ‘70’s as tyers experimented with new materials
and techniques. I remember the growing demand for my
father’s tandems especially his Purple Smelt which was
catching a lot of Landlocked salmon at Sunapee Lake, still
a great landlocked salmon lake in NH.
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white underbody of the Grey Ghost from deer hair to
DNA frosty fibers or Fish Hair does not change the
patterns name.

Purple Smelt
Having collected and studied most all the excellent
books on fly tying and fishing and rereading them over
and over to gain a solid reference of fly-tying materials and
methods I felt the urge to make a newer and better tandem
streamer. To chronicle the process and results I keep notes
on patterns, dying techniques, formulas, and new materials.
My research is captured in finished tandem streamers so I
could share the results, improvements and ideas I have with
other tyers and fishermen. Also, I have original resource
notes with anecdotes from the 1950’s into the 21st century
of tandem streamer fly tying and landlocked salmon
fishing. In my shop are the notes, logs, materials and
samples from two renowned eastern US tandem streamer
fly tyers for over 60 years, Ora Smith and Chet Dubriske,
both from Keene, NH.
I wanted to discover new materials firsthand and
develop new methods in my own shop to carry on the rich
tradition of originality. Streamer fly tying is a generational
pursuit in that it seems each generation develops their
own ideas and techniques and applies new materials which
means new and unique patterns and new approaches used
to triggering trophy fish to strike streamer flies. Sorta
like creating original artwork. There is no doubt that the
original Grey Ghost Patterns will still catch fish but there
are many new patterns developed since the birth of the
Grey Ghost that will out fish it in any given situation.
Often when innovative individual tyers customize the
Grey Ghost with their ideas of applying new and unique
materials it has resulted in a better fish producing streamer.
Researching the historical information that I have collected
and studying the notes, materials and techniques of the two
prominent fly tiers that influenced my fly tying the most
I learn how they tied and fished tandem streamer flies. I
learned the key ideas they fostered to trigger and catch
trophy Landlocked Salmon and trout as they developed
new streamer patterns. Then when I compare their
methods to how I fish and tie streamers, I see that my
artistic and creative passion has significantly influenced the
original patterns mostly by changing the various materials
used. I feel that by just changing materials but keeping with
the original design means that the pattern still is recognized
by the creator’s name for it. For example, changing the
8

Materials and Synthetics
New materials are a key to triggering wary trophy fish
to strike a streamer. I do not use the term wary fish lightly.
Do these fish get big because they get accustomed to
certain presentations and only feed on the naturals? These
trophies, and every lake has plenty of them, are seldom
triggered to strike an imitation. The tandem streamer must
duplicate the form and function of a rainbow smelt to
encourage them to strike, or to trigger their instinct. Many
factors influence triggering a strike but the one we tyers
can impact the most with our streamers is using the right
material. The right material that imitates a smelt in varying
ambient conditions. The ambient condition that is most
difficult to capture and duplicate, like the natural smelt
does, is light. The knowledge we have of light today and
what it does underwater and how we make our streamers
effective using light is what I consider to be the key to
effective tandem streamer tying and fishing. I could write
a lengthy explanation of what light really does underwater
and how it impacts fish instinct but, in this article, let’s talk
the materials that give an advantage.
As mentioned previously, a tandem streamer is a
streamer fly that has two separate hooks connected by a
wire between them. My experience has proven that glass
beads, both seed and bugle style, on the wire between
the front and back hook are one “secret” to an effective
trophy taking tandem streamer. Use glass beads, they last
the longest, are consistent and maintain their ability to
absorb, refract and bend light better than plastic. Whether
you use silver or gold or any of the many colors available
from many suppliers depends on the pattern you are tying.
You can only use beads on tandems and brass beads that
are silver, or gold coated are good also. And since light
manipulation is my number one important characteristic in
triggering fish to strike, then naturally, tandem streamers
with beads and bugles are always my first choice. Also
consider using Chinese Red Uni-Stretch as a floss for the
hooks. All the Uni-Stretch floss products are very good
to tie with and many of my floss bodies take advantage
of the wide selections available from Uni Products. As
I contemplate the many new materials available, I am
encouraged that the art of tandem streamer fly tying
continues in the realm of an extremely inspiring and
creative pursuit. Satisfaction truly comes in the eye of
the beholder as influenced by the materials we use. And
with a little practice the tyers eye becomes the fish’s eye. I
encourage new tyers to pursue any material or technique
that satisfies their artistic drive and encourages the passion
MERRIMACK RIVER VALLEY TROUT UNLIMITED

that comes with pursuing trophy trout and salmon. When
you focus on new methods or new materials like swirl glass
bugle beads, they need to be tested through much tying trial
and error and then with considerable field testing before you
can adopt them as a standard of your own personal style
Manipulating Light
Without getting too technical, consider this. Beads are
not to simply make streamers shiny and thus easier for the
fish to see underwater. Actually, it is almost the opposite
of this as the shiny scales on a smelt are not to attract
predators. The primary purpose of beads is to absorb, bend
and refract light. This happens with smelt naturally due to
their shiny, angled scaly sides.

(Smelt group)
Bending and refracting light makes it harder for a fish
to focus a strike on a smelt. Especially in a school of
smelt. This is one of their inherent defense mechanisms.
The pattern you choose to fish with, on any given day, is
determined by the ambient color of the water. All lakes
have their own dominant color and visibility. Using the long
narrow bugle or the round seed style bead depends on your
preference and you will fine tune as you perfect the pattern.

(Bugles and beads)
Speaking of light and color do not be influenced by the
idea that sunlight only penetrates to a certain depth and then
all color disappears, therefore color does not matter. The
Chinese Red Uni-Stretch used as a floss on the hooks is a
good example of how color can work underwater. Most
reds will show no color and look black when UV light and

MERRIMACK RIVER VALLEY TROUT UNLIMITED

most visible light is eliminated, such as at 10-15’ depth.
But this floss and others like it still absorb all wavelengths
of light and disperse only red so they appear red at any
depth. It’s a little bit of a puzzle how this works. This was
a secret material for me for a while and with it I developed
some patterns that were catching huge trophy fish on a
consistent basis. Many of my patterns use this floss on
the hooks of tandem streamers. Red is great for bodies
on tandems patterns and orange is a close second. Also,
worth noting here is that the light that penetrates water is
25% less than the light at the surface and, the light becomes
polarized. Light at the surface travels in all directions.
Light underwater travels in one direction. So bending and
refracting available light is a key to success.
Understanding light and color and what happens to
them underwater has contributed greatly to the success of
my tandems. Experiment with light manipulation and you
will tie better producing tandem streamers.
A rule should apply. You must fish the streamers you
tie….no wall hangers, they’re not that good, fish ‘em and tie
more. That is how you catch the bigger fish, by developing
the pattern.
Tying and fishing streamers today is still the rewarding
experience it was 100 years ago. To me nothing soothes
the soul and frees the spirit more than fly tying and trolling
streamers on open water for trophy salmon and trout.
After all, even though streamer fly tying has been around
for over 100 years in this country it feels like new patterns
and new tying techniques are reborn every year. Every year
fishermen sit down to the tying bench and fly tying is reborn
like it was the first streamer ever tied. It is that way at my
bench.
Developing tying techniques that I use, like whip
finishing with just my fingers or new construction methods
for streamers like using heat shrink tube to fasten the rear
hook to the wire or discovering new types of glass beads for
tandem streamers can be quite rewarding.
To be successful at creating effective streamers it helps if
you first try to satisfy the urge to catch more and bigger fish
and then to foster more artistic creation. You will do your
best work if you follow that order. Whether the flys are for
you or someone else, improve the fish catching ability and
the art will reveal itself all while you are developing yourself
as an effective tandem streamer fly tyer.
FEATHERS
It almost goes without saying among tandem streamer
fly tyers that Golden Pheasant Crest, Peacock Herl and
Jungle Cock Eyes are the undisputed leading natural material
for featherwing streamers. Cheek feathers like wood duck
flank feathers, mallard flanks and the black covert tail feather
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of the mallard are prime choices as well. Then there is the
married saddle hackle feather where the serious tyer can
recreate himself every time he sits at the fly-tying bench. It’s
the married saddle hackle that gives the name featherwing
to the tandem pattern. By married I mean choosing four
individual saddle hackles and laying them together so that
they look like one feather. While underwater these saddles
actually split apart at the ends during a jigging action and
create a fork like, rainbow smelt like, tail. Imitating the
rainbow smelt form or shape of the smelt applies here.

(Best Feathers)
But before taking the first step along this creative path
the tyer must be inspired. Inspiration can come from many
places, but nothing is more inspiring than manipulating
extra select feathers. As the name implies featherwing
streamers are such great fish catchers because the feathers
provide both form (look like a smelt) and function (swim
like a smelt) when underwater. To tie consistently effective
featherwing streamers you need to sort through many saddle
hackles to find the matched sets you will require. If I can
get a yield of 50% of the feathers I sort, I consider it a good
batch of feathers. I have some saddle hackle from many
years ago that yield 75%. But 25% is more common. Until
you have tied hundreds maybe even a thousand streamers
don’t try to make sub-par quality hackle feathers work. Bite
the bullet, throw the webby, curved, thin hackles in the
rubbish. Use only the best. It is very difficult to tie on a
married set of saddle hackles so that the streamer runs true.
Don’t hinder the process by using anything other than well
matched feathers. The first step in creating the featherwing
is to grade the saddle hackle feathers. Typically, the best
saddle hackles to buy are strung saddle hackles. These are
consistent in length and it is easy to grade them as you cut
them off the string. Some strung saddle hackle will be
packaged bleached, washed and cleaned and some will not.
Smaller quantities are always bleached and washed. That is
if you are buying white saddle hackles and plan to dye your
own. I think you really need to eventually dye your own
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feathers if you are pursuing trophies because developing and
testing shades plays a huge part in getting the best working
patterns. As I mention frequently and try to provide as much
technical information as I can, color is critically important
to success. And achieving the right color is a fleeting and
challenging experience because of how light absorbs and
refracts color. Not only is it hard to repeat consistent color
dying on feathers it is equally as hard to determine the right
color for the right lake for the right time of day and the
right time of year under the right conditions! Whew! Five
different conditions that can impact the success of triggering
trophy fish just in color alone. If the natural white strung
saddle you are working with has not been bleached, then
you will need to do that first. Bleaching cleans and brightens
the feather so that it will more readily accept consistent dye
colors. Eric Leister’s book on Dyeing and Bleaching Natural
Fly-Tying Materials is the best book I have seen on bleaching
saddle hackles and other fly-tying materials. Consider it the
go-to bible for dyeing.
When I get inspired, I can’t wait to explore news ideas
that develop my desire for improving the tandem streamer
making it targeted to older, warier Salmon and Trout. It is
like, now that I am recreating my style and exploring new
horizons, I can really let loose and dig deep into what makes
it all work. The ever-present vison of my streamers catching
larger and larger Landlock Salmon and Rainbow Trout really
blooms at my fly-tying bench when I seriously embraced
the concept to reinvent patterns and create entirely new
patterns. This evolving vision and these new concepts
sometimes start on the water and sometimes from feedback
from others using my patterns. But more often than not it
starts with the discovery of a special feather like the time I
used the black tail covert feather from a mallard duck as a
cheek, making the perfect background for a jungle cock nail,
imitating the smelt eye. I had never seen this on a streamer
before. Now it is one of my best cheek materials. I realize
I am doing the same thing that my mentors did for over 50
years, developing and perfecting patterns from knowledge
gained in practical use. All streamer fly tyers think about
tying “presentation” flys. But nothing serves the tyer better
than to have one of their originals turn into a trophy fish
producer that others use to catch the big ones. My Squam’s
Big John tandem streamer is one pattern that fits that
scenario perfectly.

MERRIMACK RIVER VALLEY TROUT UNLIMITED

(Squam’s Big John)
SHARING KNOWLEDGE
Both dedicated, experienced tyers and aspiring
new streamer fly tyers can and will learn about feather
manipulation, how feathers are dyed and married for best
performance, what light does to color underwater and
more. I often reveal personal secrets about new materials
that I discovered and use that are effective fish takers and
my process for developing and testing new patterns. I am
always willing to explain how I grade feathers and why
grading is important, how to build sturdy streamers that will
catch fish after fish and how to develop new patterns on
tried and true foundations.
If I can help the Fly Tyer learn how to produce better
and more effective patterns than I will have helped improve
the trolling experience for them and their fishing buddies.
And if I can collaborate with other fly tyers and fishermen,
the quest for trophy Landlocked Salmon and Rainbow Trout

will burn brightly in the minds of the dedicated trolling
angler for at least another generation.
After all, any endeavor to create beauty, to balance
form and function to create a life like imitation, is a
rewarding experience, whether perfection is achieved or
not. There is no better opportunity to pursue this than with
streamer fly tying. To many of us tyers, just the satisfaction
realized when others connect with your work and tie your
patterns ranks as good as anything.

Paul Dubriske can be reached at: sales@ceedeestreamers.com
Website: sales@ceedeestreamers.com

Trout Unlimited Merrimack River Valley Swag
Swag will be for sale at the chapter meetings and online at https://merrimacktu.org/shop/

$18 for hats
$22 for long sleeve
$18 for short sleeve
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CD Tandem Red Head
CD Tandem Blk Head
CD Tandem Blk Head
CD Tandem Blk Head
CD Tandem Blk Head
CD Tandem Green Head
CD Tandem Blk Head
CD Tandem Blk Head
CD Tandem Blk Head
CD Tandem Blk Head
CD Tandem Blk Head
CD Tandem Red Head

USCR
USO
USY
SM
GM
SHM

Earl of Sandwich

Fall Reign

Fire Tiger Smelt

Newfound Special

Northern Sunset

Olive Sparkle

Orange Peel

Purple Smelt

Royal Smelt

Squam's Big John

Sunni 23

Ten Ten

Legend

Body

Cee Dee Tandem Featherwing Streamer Recipes

USCR-UniStretch Chinese red
USO-UniStretch Orange
USY UniStretch Yellow
SM-Silver Mylar
GM-Gold Mylar
SHM-Silver Holograph Mylar

USCR

USCR

USCR

GM

USO

USO

SHM

SM w/ USCR segment

USCR

USCR

SM w/USCR/USY segment

USCR

Rear Hook

12GTBG- 12 mm Gold Twist Bugle
12RB- 12mm Red Bugle
12STBG- 12mm Silver Twist Bugle
6RB-6mm Red Bugle
9GTBG- 9mm Gold Twist Bugle
9STBG- 9mm Silver Twist Bugle
GRTBG- Gold Rainbow Twist Bugle
GSB- Gold Seed Bead
RS- Red Seed Bead

2 12STBG

GSB/12GTBG/GSB

2 12STBG

2 12GTBG

2 12STBG

9GBG/GRTB/9GBG

4 GTBG/3-9STBG/USY middle GTBG

9STBG/RS/9STBG

2- STBG

2- 12RB

2- 12STBG wrapped w/ USCR & USY

6RB/12STBG/6RB

Beads/Bugles

USCR-UniStretch Chinese red
USO-UniStretch Orange
USY UniStretch Yellow
SM-Silver Mylar
GM-Gold Mylar
SHM-Silver Holograph Mylar

USCR

USCR

USCR

GM

USO

USO

SHM w/ USY Segment

SM w/ USCR segment

USCR

USCR

SM w/USCR/USY segment

SM

Front hook

MERRIMACK RIVER VALLEY TROUT UNLIMITED
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Krystal Flash Cerise

BFFY

*

BFFR- Big Fly Fiber Red
BFFY- Big Fly Fiber Yellow
BFFW Big Fly Fiber White
BFFP- Big Fly Fiber Purple
BFFSS- Big Fly Fiber Sunset
BFFSR- Big Fly Fiber Sunrise
BFFPP- Big Fly Fiber Pink/Purple
BFFFT- Big Fly Fiber Fire Tiger
GPC- Golden Pheasant Crest

Peacock Herl /4 Purple/Gray Saddle Hackles

DNA Frosty Fiber Yellow

Mallard Upper Tail feather

Mallard Upper Tail feather

WoodDuck Flank

Gadwall Flank

4 Yellow Saddle Hackles

4 Scarlet/Gray Saddle Hackles

4 Scarlet Saddle Hackles

4 Lavender Saddle Hackles

WoodDuck Flank

Gadwall Flank

Jungle Cock Tip feather

WoodDuck Flank

WoodDuck Flank

DNA Frosty Fiber Blue
DNA Frosty Fibre Red

Krystal Flash Pearl Red

4 GPC Feathers

BFFR

DNA Frosty Fiber Lavender

4 Peacock Herl

Krystal Flash Pearl Red

DNA Frosty Fiber Blue

BFFSR

4 Orange Saddle Hackles

4 Medium Olive Saddle Hackles

DNA Frosty Fibre Yellow

Krystal Flash Hot Yellow

Krystal Flash Olive

4 Purple Saddle Hackles

BFFSS

4 Medium Gray Saddle Hack

DNA Frostey Fiber Yellow

DNA Frosty Fiber White

4 GPC

4 Red/Orande Saddle Hackles

BFFFT

Cheek

Hooded Merganser Flank

Peacock Herl/ 4- Light Cocca Saddle Hackles

Featherwing

Flashbou Mirage Purple

BFFR

Underwing 3

4 Red/Orange Sadlle Hackles

BFFY

Underwing 2

BFFSR

BFFPP

Underwing 1

Large jungle Cock Nail

Jungle Cock Nail

Jungle Cock Nail

Jungle Cock Nail

Jungle Cock Nail

Jungle Cock Nail

Jungle Cock Nail

Jungle Cock Nail

Jungle Cock Nail

Jungle Cock Nail

Jungle Cock Nail

Large Jungle Cock

Eye

TROUT 5 Common Fly-Fishing Mistakes
and How to Avoid Them

Written by: Kaitlin Groundwater, Hook Set Fly Fishing,
hooksetflyfishing@gmail.com, https://www.instagram.
com/hooksetff/

1. N
 ot Knowing How to Read the
Water

Sometimes, a river looks featureless, so you have to find
those spots that offer trout what they need.
Photo by Phil Monahan

The author teaches a young student how to get started
in fly fishing. Having taught many anglers–new and
experienced, Kaitlin has seen a lot of common mistakes.
Photo by Mollie Simpkins
Over the course of my years providing fly-casting and onthe-water fly-fishing instruction for trout, I have noticed a
common set of mistakes that seem to trip up anglers of all
levels. These mistakes can be a source of great frustration
and often have a negative impact on an angler’s fishing
success and enjoyment of the sport. Here are some tips on
how to avoid these errors and ensure a memorable day on
the water.
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You don’t need to have an in-depth understanding of the
features of a given piece of water to find fish. (You can
work up to that level of knowledge.) Just keep in mind two
simple factors that drive trout behavior in any stream or
river to determine their lies: 1. a consistent source of food
that requires minimal energy expenditure and 2. protection
from predators. Seams of converging currents, pools,
and rocks provide opportunities for trout to sit in slower
moving water, while also being located near faster currents
where they can pick off food passing by. Additionally,
rocks, undercut banks, and overhanging trees provide cover
from birds and other predators lurking above the surface
of the water.

MERRIMACK RIVER VALLEY TROUT UNLIMITED

3. Making Too Many False Casts

2. Being Intimidated by Fly Selection
Which one?
Photo by Phil Monahan
Opening a full fly box can be an intimidating experience,
and I often see anglers paralyzed by too many options. The
great news is you don’t have to be an entomologist to have
a great day fishing! If you walk up to a new piece of water
and do not know exactly what is hatching, simply stick to
the classics. In this situation or if there isn’t an evident
hatch, I always reach for my old standbys: Prince Nymph,
Hare’s Ear Nymph, Pheasant Tail Nymphs, or a Woolly
Bugger. All of these patterns represent a broad variety of
aquatic species, at least one of which will most likely be in
a piece of water at any given time. If there is an evident
hatch, but you don’t know what it is, I find an Adams dry
fly has a similar catch-all quality. Change colors and sizes
until you figure out what they are feeding on, and use this
success to inform choices on more specialized patterns.

MERRIMACK RIVER VALLEY TROUT UNLIMITED

This guide looks like he’s thinking, “Lay it down already!”
Photo by Sandy Hays
I get it: casting is fun. We all want to feel like Brad Pitt
standing in the middle of a scenic Montana stream.
However, too many false casts often lead to frustrating
tangles and minimize the amount of time your fly is in or
on the water, where fish can see it. To correct this, stick
to a few simple techniques and rules. When you’re fishing
where there is current, try to use the water tension at the end
of your drift to launch your fly back to the top of the run.
(This is also known as a “water haul” cast.) If you need to
change direction or increase distance, try to limit yourself
to three false casts. More time your fly is on the water often
translates to more fish caught at the end of the day.
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4. Improper Presentation
and Hook Sets

set the hook, you have gotten your fly off a rock or stick,
and the best-case scenario is that you have engaged with a
sneaky trout.

5. Getting Discouraged

Orvis’s Reid Bryant high-sticks his fly through a likely trout
lie. Photo by Phil Monahan
Fly fishing is a numbers game. You want to give as many
trout as possible the opportunity to see your fly, so you can
catch more fish by the end of the day. I often see anglers
pick up their fly before the end of their drift, if it is not
immediately successful. For greater success, keep your fly
in the water for as long as possible, and do not shortchange
your drift. Additionally, setting the hook is free! Do it and
do it often at any slight feeling of tension or hesitation in
your fly or indicator. Trout takes, especially subsurface,
can be quick and delicate, registering as only a split-second
hesitation in your drift. The worst-case scenario when you

Don’t let high, muddy water–such as this day on the
Bitterroot in Montana–keep you from having a great day.
Photo by Phil Monahan

Mistakes are inherent to fly fishing and even the most
experienced angler isn’t immune to catching a tree, missing
a fish, or creating a bird’s nest tangle. However, I often notice
that these mistakes and resulting frustration can turn the tide
of the entire day. This frustration often leads to more mistakes
and a snowball effect of irritation. The key to avoiding this is to
brush off the small stuff, regroup, and get back to fishing. We
ultimately fish because it is fun. I have consistently noticed that
anglers who can laugh off mistakes and keep having fun are
most often rewarded with a memorable and bountiful day on the
water.

Admission Only $12
12 and under FREE

Presented by

TROUT
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Save the Date!
Saturday, February 26, 2022

9:00am to 4:00pm
Executive Court Banquet Facility
1199 South Mammoth Rd., Manchester, NH
MERRIMACK RIVER VALLEY TROUT UNLIMITED
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Beyond the Gear: 3 Important Things to Teach
Your Kids on Their First Fly Fishing Trip
Teach your kids the value of respecting nature by having
them help you pick up trash when any is found. Let them
know the importance of leaving the area better than it was
when you arrived.
Set a good example for your kids on how to interact with
other anglers. Not every outing will be a solo adventure,
so it’s valuable for our kids to see us as anglers respecting
other anglers when we’re out on the water.

Photo by Chris Fowler.

How We Can All Contribute to the Next
Generation of Fly Anglers
When we take our kids on their first fly fishing trip, we
generally think about things like which areas to fish, what
gear we need, and what weather conditions are best, but
there are other important things we should be considering
as well.

Some anglers believe it’s good luck to kiss the fish goodbye
after catching it, and they thank it for the sport. Teaching
something like this to your child may foster an appreciation
for the fish and how we should be respecting others and all
living things in our local fisheries. This also a perfect time
to talk about how and why to properly handle fish.

2. Have Fun

Here are 3 important things to teach your kids when bringing them out fly fishing for their first time...

1. Have Respect

Photo by Chris Fowler.
Hooking a fish is always a thrill, but if fishing is slow, you
can find ways to keep your kids interested.

Photo by Grant Moxley.

MERRIMACK RIVER VALLEY TROUT UNLIMITED

Try taking photos of different aspects of the experience:
loading up the gear, tying their first clinch knot onto a
fly, casting practice, nearby nature, family selfies, and any
opportunity you can take advantage of to capture valuable
moments that you and your kids will be able to fondly look
back on.
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Flip rocks to find out what bugs are in the area at that time.
It keeps things interactive, teaches them about bug anatomy
and what flies you should be using, and generally maintains
children’s curiosity.
When the dog days of summer kick in and fishing slows,
look for a good swimming hole and take a dip. Sometimes
it’s nice to take a mental break from constantly focusing on
trying to catch something.

3. Have Patience

Photo by Chris Fowler.
Look back at your first fly fishing experience and ask yourself how that went. Did you feel overwhelmed and want to
give up? I know I did. Even when things are going wrong,
you want your kids to feel encouraged.
We want to make sure our kids are engaged and want to
do it again in the future. Maybe they missed the fish of a
lifetime, but it’s important to be patient with them and reassure them that it will make catching the next one that much
more meaningful.
It may go without saying, but it’s equally important to
exhibit patience as a parent while fly fishing as well. With
every tangle, every tree caught, and every fly lost, we need
to be lenient on ourselves. We’re all going to make mistakes,
and there is most likely something to learn from whatever
that mistake was.

Photo by Chris Fowler.
Bret Oeltjenbruns (Instagram: @bretoelt) is a fly fishing guide and
instructor for Bob Mitchell’s Fly Shop in St. Paul, Minnesota. He
grew up conventional fishing for trout in Northeastern Iowa with his
dad, but it wasn’t until 2012 that he came to love the sport of fly
fishing. In 2017, Bret graduated from the Sweetwater Travel Guide
School in Montana. He guides predominantly in the Minnesota and
Wisconsin areas for trout and smallmouth bass, but he’s also done
some guiding in the Black Hills of South Dakota. He also regularly
volunteers for Trout Unlimited’s Trout In The Classroom program for
kids. When he’s not guiding, Bret manages a team that builds bicycle
wheels, he plays in a band, and most of all he loves fly fishing with his
family, friends, and 13-year-old son Payton.

Lastly, don’t be afraid to not catch fish, because there’s so
much more to fishing than that. It’s so important to appreciate the fact that you and your family are taking time away
from busy day-to-day life and just enjoying the outdoors.
This short fly fishing film that I made with a friend revolves around
our two sons and premiered at a Trout Unlimited event.
18
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TROUT 5 Tips for Handling Trout This Summer
POSTFLY: Dan Zazwor sk y
As the summer gets into full swing, it’s important to think more
seriously about how we handle our fish in the heat. Hot water can
be very stressful on its own to any fish, the lower oxygen content can
make it very difficult for them to recover fully after a fight with an
angler. So here are our 5 Tips for Handling Trout This Summer:

Pay Close Attention to the Water Temperature
Keep ‘Em Wet

This is a great practice regardless of the season if you handle the
fish while he has water flowing through his gills, not only will he
be calmer and easier to hold, he will also have a better chance of
surviving.

Fish Barbless

Fishing a barbless hook will make it much simpler to
remove the hook from a fish’s mouth (and your skin),
reducing the time handling the fish as well as get you back
fishing quicker!

If the water is over 67 degrees Fahrenheit, go chase warm
water or take the day off, with these temps any trout will be
highly stressed out and likely to die due to exhaustion after
a fight with an angler
MERRIMACK RIVER VALLEY TROUT UNLIMITED
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Use a Rubber Net

Rubber nets have become more and more common in the
fishing scene as they don’t foul up your flies. But they also
are gentler on a trout and won’t remove any of the fish’s
protective slime layers.

Revive Trout in Faster Moving Water

When reviving trout, move to the moving water in the
creek, there will be more oxygen in the water and help
them to recover quicker than in slower, warmer water. It’s
important to wait until the fish is 100% ready to swim off
healthy, some fish may try to swim off but not make it,
spend the time to make sure they swim back strong!

12 Best Trout Fishing Flies
That Go-Anywhere
By Gerald Almy

W

hen traveling to new
areas and fresh waters,
it’s always wise to hire a
guide or find a local who
will show you the prime fly
fishing areas and let you in on
the best fishing flies for that
river or stream. But sometimes
that›s not possible or you may
just want to explore a new
spot on your own.
20
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If you choose to explore a new fishing spot, it’s good
to have a large variety of patterns but also a smaller
workhorse group of flies that you turn to most often.
These should be flies that have proven themselves many
times by producing consistently almost anywhere.

flutter-appeal. Sometimes a few strands of Flashabou are
mixed in with the marabou tail.
Top colors are black, olive and brown, best sizes, 2-10.
Match the size to the forage or insects you’re imitating
or gauge it to the size of trout present. You can tie them
unweighted for shallow water, but a bit of lead on the
shank is usually best so you can work them near the
bottom. Try dead drifting and using a slow stripping
motion with pauses in deep pools, eddies and runs.
Tip: Shop Cabela’s Bead-Head Olive Woolly Buggers, The
gold bead head adds weight, flash and color to the Olive
Bugger, making it even more enticing to fish.

My experience in over 35 years fishing in waters ranging
from the Bow River in Canada to the Smoky Mountains in
North Carolina, I’ve come to rely on a dozen proven flies
as my go-to patterns for both exploring and saving the day
when nothing else seems to work. In fact, these flies have
even come through on even more exotic trips to far off
locations like the Andes Mountains in Venezuela and the
glacier-fed trout streams of Iceland.

Cabela’s Bead-Head Woolly Bugger Flies
Try These 12 Reliable Fly Patterns
- My Workhorse Group of Flies

1. Woolly Bugger Fishing Flies
Sure, we all like to think we’ll find trout delicately sipping
mayflies from the surface every time we visit a stream.
Nature isn’t that kind. When it’s cold or waters are high and
slightly off-color, nothing can beat a streamer.
And nothing can top the
“buggy” looking Woolly
Bugger like Cabela’s BeadHead Woolly Bugger Flies .
Cabela’s Bead-Head Olive
Woolly Bugger Flies

2. Clouser Minnow Fly
Cabela’s Clouser Freshwater Deep Minnow Flies
Originated in Pennsylvania to take Susquehanna River
smallmouth bass, the Clouser Minnow fly has become
legendary throughout the fishing world for its ability to
catch just about any species. It›s a sparsely dressed pattern
with lead eyes that take it deep quickly, making it deadly for
bottom-hugging trout.
Stock sizes 2-8 in silver, blue, black and chartreuse colors.
Fish them with sharp 12-16 inch strips of the line followed
by sudden pauses. I’ve had everything from tiny native
mountain brookies to big deep-river browns rip into these
thinly-dressed flies. While you’re ordering them, be sure to
buy a few extra for bass and saltwater outings.
Tip: Cabela’s Clouser Freshwater Deep Minnow Flies are
handcrafted streamers with epoxy-protected heads to
maintain their finish, while metallic eyes give predators a
target to key on.
The Zonker fishing fly is tied with a Mylar body and rabbit
fur strip overwing.

This searching fly pattern
can mimic baitfish, leeches,
baby catfish, crayfish, nymphs and sculpins. It is really a
Woolly Worm with a long marabou tail added for bulk and
MERRIMACK RIVER VALLEY TROUT UNLIMITED
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3. Zonker Fishing Fly
This fly is tied with a Mylar body and a thin strip of rabbit
hide and fur on the top called Zonker strips. The Zonker
fishing fly gets a bit heavy and cumbersome to cast when
saturated. But it’s worth the effort.
Huge browns in particular love this fly. Work it deep with
a sink-tip line or split shot on the leader. Dead drift it
motionless through dark holes and back eddies or twitch
it enticingly. Keep the rod tip low to the water for a quick
hook-set when a trout nails it, as he surely will.
Pearl, black and olive are top colors, in sizes 2-8. It can
imitate a variety of creatures, but primarily is a minnow
simulator. Tip: Shop Cabela’s Rabbit Zonker Strips, the
strips can be used lengthwise with a straight cut, or crosscut and wound like a hackle.

*** Creek Nymph courtesy Arrick’s Fly Shop

5. *** Creek Fly Nymph
This is a terrific stonefly pattern that pounds up big fish
on western waters and large eastern rivers. Use sizes 2-6
for those deep water outings. For smaller streams it’s
also productive in sizes 8-14 when the natural insects are
present. Even if they aren’t, it’s a good all-around pattern
that will often stimulate “instinct strikes” when it drifts
naturally past a trout’s feeding position.
The white rubber legs and antennae add a quivering motion
to the fly when it’s twitched lightly. Weighted patterns are
usually best.. San Juan Worm Fishing Fly

4. Gold Ribbed Hare’s Ear Nymphs

Cabela’s San Juan Worm Flies

Nymphs come in a myriad of designs and shapes, but for a
good all-around pattern, stock a selection of these patterns
in sizes 6-18. You can use unweighted versions of the
tiniest ones to take trout delicately plucking emergers from
the surface film or the big patterns with a bit of weight to
probe deep pools and runs when no fish are rising. The dull
grayish-brown fur is highlighted by a touch of gold ribbing
that gives it flash and a natural segmented look.

This fly looks so simple you might think it’s a joke. You
won’t think that after you fish the San Juan Worm fly,
though. In its most basic form it consists of a piece of
chenille tied on a hook so the yarn extends out both the
front and back. It’s not meant to imitate an earthworm,
but it does a good job of that. It actually imitates various
aquatic worms.

Use a floating line with an 8-10 foot leader and add a strike
indicator near the point where the leader joins the line or
slightly closer to the fly if you’re fishing shallow water.
Tip: The shaggy look of the Gold-Ribbed Hare’s Ear
Nymphs fly encourages fish to strike and a favorite of
trout anglers.
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Fish it dead drift through runs, pockets and pool tail-outs.
It’s especially deadly in tailwater fisheries. Top colors: red
and maroon. Best sizes: 8-12.
Tip: The Cabela’s San Juan Worm Flies are extremely
effective and catch a lot of fish! San Juans have the same
drawing power as a big, fat live worm, every fly angler
needs to make room for a few in their fly assortment.
MERRIMACK RIVER VALLEY TROUT UNLIMITED

A black fur ant fishing fly will produce nearly anywhere
the trout are found.Tip: The White River Fly Shop Masters
San Juan Worm Fly Tying Kit contains all materials needed
to make 20 great-looking worm flies and includes easy-tofollow, full color step-by-step tying instructions

8. Adams Fishing Fly

Cabela’s Adams Flies

7. Black Ant Fishing Fly

The gray body, brown and grizzly hackle and grizzly-tip
wings of the Adams fly pattern imitate a myriad of mayfly
species. If you can›t match the hatch on a stream, tie on an
Adams in the right size to duplicate the emerging mayfly
and chances are you›ll get plenty of action. Typically sizes
12-18 are best.

The fur ant was the original pattern, tied with two oval
humps and a thin hackle waist wrapped around between
them. That’s still a deadly pattern, but you can also tie or
buy versions with cork, foam and balsa bodies. Just make
sure the waist is thin and pronounced, since that’s how
trout key in on this common spring-through-fall insect.

Even when caddis are hatching, instead of mayflies, the
Adams will draw strikes. When midges are emerging,
it’s also hard to top a tiny Adams in sizes 20-24. (It’s
challenging to tie in wings that small, so just skip them
from the pattern when creating the fly in these miniscule
sizes.)

Betts Black Ant
Ants live on land, but like other terrestrials, fall into the
water and become an important food for trout. Sometimes
mating swarms of ants appear in huge numbers, too. Then
a winged pattern works best.

When mayfly spinner falls take place, have a few Adams
patterns handy that you’ve tied with the wings spread
farther out, more parallel to the water. If the trout refuse
that fly, take scissors and clip the bottom hackle so the
body lies flush on the surface film. Finally, a parachute-tied
version is also effective, especially on slick-water, hardpressured trout.
Tip: The Cabela’s Adams dry flies are a great choice
anytime mayflies are hatching as well as when mosquitoes,
caddis and duns are coming off the water. Adams flies have
proven to produce in fast, slow, or still water.

Tip: The Betts Black Ant fly may be the best imitation of
a natural insect you›ve ever tied to a leader. A natural food
fish crave, perfect for any fly fisher.

MERRIMACK RIVER VALLEY TROUT UNLIMITED
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9. Blue Winged Olive Fishing Fly

Cabela’s Blue-Winged Olive Flies
No other mayfly seems to draw the interest of big trout
like the Blue Winged Olive fly. It represents many species,
mostly Baetis. Members of this genus can range from
size 14-24, so stock a wide variety of sizes. For general
workhorse needs, sizes 16 and 18 are best.
Look for hatches as soon as waters reach 50 degrees in
early spring. I’ve had good luck with many styles of tie,
including parachute, no-hackle, thorax and comparadun,
as well as traditional mayfly styles. For the first part of the
hatch, emerger patterns are often best. Look for the best
fishing with this fly on drizzly, overcast days. I’ve even
caught big browns on Blue Winged Olives when snow was
falling.
Tip: The Blue-Winged Olive fly is a must-have classic
trout fly pattern they are so productive that some fly
anglers dedicate a whole fly box to house this pattern.

10. Elk Hair Caddis Fishing Fly

Cabela’s Elk Hair Caddis Flies
Invented by the legendary Al Troth of Dillon, Mont.,
the Elk Hair Caddis flies may well be the single most
versatile trout pattern in existence. It›s definitely one of the
top two or three flies you should always have in your fly
vest.
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I had a chance years ago to watch Al tie a few of these in
his home and then try them out on the local Beaverhead
River trout with him manning the oars. What a thrill that
was. And boy did they produce trout!
Tied with a dubbed body, palmered hackle and elk hair
wing, this fly floats like a cork and gives a perfect silhouette
of the caddis. It also makes a pretty good grasshopper
imitation. Tied without hackle, it can draw strikes from the
most finicky of trout in glass-smooth tails of pools. Olive,
tan and gray are the top colors, sizes 12-20. If strikes are
slow in coming, give it a subtle twitch.
Tip: One of the most effective dry flies of all time,
the Cabela’s Elk Hair Caddis fly is hard to fish wrong,
making it a solid choice when trout are feeding on a wide
variety of insects, including stoneflies, mayflies, and, of
course, caddis.

11. Hopper Fishing Flies

Cabela’s Grand Hopper Fly 12-Pack
Over recent decades terrestrial insects (born and bred on
land), have become more and more important in the diet
of trout. Grasshoppers are one of the most significant land
insects for trout, partly because of their abundance across
the country but also because of their size. A few mouthfuls
of fat hopper flies will quickly fill a trout›s stomach — a lot
faster than hundreds of midges or tiny mayflies.
Wind, rain or simply poorly-timed jumps will land these
insects into the river, where they quickly become highprotein trout food. Use patterns such as Joe’s, Henry’s
Fork, MacHopper, Dave’s and the Letort Hopper. For early
season, a pattern I invented and called the Nymph Hopper
works well (Tying & Fishing Terrestrials, Stackpole Books,
1978). The late great author Gary LaFontaine was a strong
booster of this pattern for finicky western trout in the early
season. It’s a simple offering with a rabbit fur body and two
splayed deer hair legs angled out and slightly up to float the
fly low in the surface film.
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Tip: When the hoppers are out late summer in full force
the Cabela’s Grand Hopper Fly delivers a realistic profile
that›s soft so it doesn›t alert tentative fish, plus the big dry
fly rides high on the water so you can keep your eyes on it
with ease, making it perfect on its own or as an indicator
while nymph fishing.
Be sure to stock several of  “terrestrial” fly patterns in your
go-anywhere fly box.

Cabela’s 10-Piece Classic Terrestrials
Fly Assortment

Tip: The Cabela’s Classic Terrestrials Fly
Assortment features 10 top patterns, proven to entice a
trout to rise even when a hatch is not on.
Assortment includes one fly each:
•

#14 Flying Ant Black

•

#14 Flying Ant Red

•

#14 Lady Bug

•

#12 Beetle

•

#12 Japanese Beetle

•

#10 Dave’s Cricket

•

#10 Dave’s Hopper

•

#10 Madam X

•

#10 Tan Foam Hopper

•

#10 Olive Foam Hopper

Sure, like most anglers I have hundreds of flies in my vest.
But when it comes to new waters or tough challenging
12. Beetle Fly Fishing Flies
conditions, these deadly dozen are almost always the ones
The humble beetle is the Rodney Dangerfield of trout flies. I turn to most. Keep a supply of them on hand and I think
It’s homely looking, plain and doesn’t get much respect. But you’ll agree they’re hard to beat.
if you want to catch big rainbows and browns, be sure you
GERALD ALMY
have this versatile fly in your box for anywhere you fish in
the world.
There are over 330,000 species of beetles in existence.
Many of them find their way into trout streams where
they’re quickly gobbled up. You can fish them in
mid-stream, but often the best way to fish a beetle
is to drop a heavy pattern along shore, next to a
bush or under a tree branch, to imitate a real beetle
“plopping” in from land. That auditory signal is often
what alerts trout and they’ll turn, race to the fly and
sip it in. Use cork, foam or deer hair patterns such as
the Crowe Beetle for this “sound cast.”
And hold on tight! Trout up to 2 feet long will nail these
squat, chunky patterns any time from April through
November.
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Gerald Almy has been a full-time outdoor writer for
over 35 years, with articles published in over 200 publications. He has
written hunting and fishing columns for many newspapers both in
Virginia and Texas, as well as the Washington Post. He has written two
books on fishing and contributed chapters to a number of hunting
books. He has won many awards for his writing. In 2008, a feature he
developed for Field & Stream and wrote for five years called “Best
Days of the Rut,” was nominated for a National Magazine Award.
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Umpqua Perform X (Nylon) Tippet, Deceiver X
(Fluorocarbon) Tippet, and Phantom X (Ultra-Fluorocarbon)
Tippet ($5 for 30 yards, $15/50, $22/30, respectively; Umpqua.com)

BY ANGLING TRADE & TROUT
MAGAZINE (By K. Deeter)
It used to be that tippet was judged pretty much
with a pass-fail standard—either it broke or it
didn’t. But these days, particularly in with the
advent of new coatings and other technologies
(one can legitimately argue that tippets, leaders
and fly lines have seen the broadest technologybased leaps of any product category in the
past decade or so) we can factor in a number
of other things beyond mere tensile strength.
Things like how light-reflective and visible
tippets are… how stiff or supple they are…
how easily knots are seated… long-term
abrasion and durability… stretch, sensitivity, and
so forth… are all factors now. Granted, most
anglers are still just going to want a tippet that
keeps their fly buttoned on, period. But the
more advanced angler you are, and the more
devoted you become to “presentation,” the
more you realize all tippets aren’t alike and it’s
worth mixing and matching—even spending an
extra few bucks—depending on the situation
you’re in.
I noodled around most of this past summer with a trio of
tippets from Umpqua—the Perform X (nylon), Deceiver X
(fluorocarbon), and Phantom X (ultra-fluorocarbon)—and I
was able to notice enough of a difference that transformed
over the course of a few months to being somewhat of a
stickler when it comes to matching tippets with lines, flies, and
certain fishing scenarios.
Perform X is my favorite of the three. It’s a $5 spool of
nylon, which means it floats, and as such, it is my go-to dryfly choice. (Because I like dry-fly fishing best, and I’m cheap,
it stands to reason this would be my favorite.) I’ve always
preferred mono over fluoro for dry fly fishing, not only
because of the float factor, but also because I like a slight
degree more suppleness, especially when I’m fishing smaller
dries (like BWOs or Tricos) in glassy microcurrents where drag
matters most. Perform X has a hydrophobic coating, which
adds to buoyancy, but also enhances durability. A perfect
real-life example of its toughness unfolded on my boat last
weekend: We hooked a nice brown on a small CDC caddis late
in the afternoon (we had used the same tippet all day, switching
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flies a few times)… first, the fish ran through the
weeds and into the rocks… then it ran under the
boat… the angler, who shall remain nameless
(okay, it was my wife) got wrapped on the right
oar… we got that unwound, but the fish ran back
under the boat… she then wrapped on the left oar
(that one was my fault)… we get that undone, and
missed three successive stabs with the net (each
solid smacks on the tippet)… and we still landed
the fish. Of course at that moment, I chalked
everything up to my superior knot-tying abilities,
but in hindsight I have to believe the tippet
material had something to do with it.
Deceiver X is the straight/original fluorocarbon
version, costing $15 a (longer) spool, and it’s less
visible to fish than nylon, a bit stiffer, a bit more
sensitive in terms of feel, and also hydrophobic/
abrasion resistant. In other words this is a great
nymphing tippet. If you’re fishing the Euro style
it’s best, but also great for the weighted nymph
and bobber high-stick rig.
I’ve also taken a real shine—precisely because the
material doesn’t shine—to using the 0X (15-pound
test) Deceiver X as a leader extension when I’m
chasing larger, wary carp with flies. It’s pretty good for just
about any streamer situation, trout or otherwise, but I really
like this stuff for carp

Lastly, the Phantom X is an ultra-high-performance
fluorocarbon, and with a price north of $20 for a spool, you
don’t want to be peeling this stuff off in scads. What it seems
custom-designed for, in my mind, however, is the dry-dropper
rig. I’ll run the Perform X nylon to the dry, and then tie about
18-whatever inches of Phantom X off the hook shank, then
fasten the dropper nymph to that. Phantom X is the most
“invisible” of them all, primarily focused on smaller diameters,
and the supple-stiff balance is such that seems perfectly suited
for a dead-drifting presentation under a dry fly along the
banks. It sinks right, drifts right, feels right, and fights right.
Does every angler need a dry-fly tippet, a nymphing/streamer
tippet, and a dry-dropper tippet? Probably not. But I actually
do believe being more selective about what tippet I used in
which situations this summer helped me land more fish.
MERRIMACK RIVER VALLEY TROUT UNLIMITED
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What Does The “X” Mean when
Choosing Leaders & Tippet?

While we are on math base 10, leaders
are on base 11. This I have read goes
back to the dies used to make clock
springs, this is not important.
Thankfully, the X does have a numerical
value. That number is 11. So the
math here is to find the diameter in
thousandths of an inch. Take 11 and
use it to subtract whatever the X value
is to find the diameter. For example, to
find the diameter of a 6X tippet, you
would take 11 minus 6 or 0.005” (aka 5
thousandths of an inch).
The pound test of a leader is not relevant. The X number is
then used to make a guess at the size fly that leader will work
well with. Divide the fly size by 4 to get the X number to
use with that fly. The fly size/X number thing is an estimate.
Individual casting styles allow wide latitude on this.
These pound test and diameter values will vary from
manufacturer to manufacturer, and with different materials.
I have found the hard way that the real test value of
some manufacturers’ leader and tippet materials may vary
GREATLY from their labeled or published specifications.
Be aware that all tippet values from all manufacturers can be
certified by submitting samples to IGFA for testing.
NOTE:
When fishing 4X to 12X tippets, you need
to fully understand the role that your fly rod
and reel play in fighting fish. If you don’t fish
a rod with the capability of protecting light
tippets, you’ll break off fish thus nullifying
the purpose in using light tippets. For more
information, see Ultralights! in the Ultralight
fly fishing section.

Support for this article came from the following sources:
• All Points Fly Shop + Outfitter, Josh@allpointsslyfishing.com
• Angling Trade by K. Deeter, anglingtrade.com
• Bill Byrd, Jr. byrdultrafly@comcast.net
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A Fly Fishing Chronicle:
The Coch-Y-Bonddu By: Fred Klein
“Oh, how happy here’s our leisure!
Oh how innocent our pleasure! Oh the valleys!
Oh the mountains! Oh the groves and
crystal fountains, how I love at liberty by
turns to come and visit ye!”
– Izaak Walton (1653)

Author Fred Klein Fly Fishing Historian, Tyer and Fisher of
Classic Flies, Speaker Visit www.grizzlykingfly.com for more
historical fly fishing articles and classic fly gallery with over
350 flies www.partridge-of-redditch.co.uk.com Pro Tyer

On the Waters

Late summer mornings are a magical time along the
woodland trout stream that flows behind our Pennsylvania
home. A short walk brings greetings of misty ferns,
painted lady butterflies and a wood thrush singing with
joy as the days of summer grow shorter. Evening showers
and cool nights offer a welcome relief from the sweltering
heat, and the spring stream is renewed with wild trout
in every pool, shaded by maple, birch and towering
sycamores. A quiet observation reveals subtle changes of
the season with mayfly and caddis hatches dwindling and a
stream bed alive with darting minnows, dace and the flitter
of emerald aquatic beetles.

Fred Klein photo
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With a gentle cast my fly settles just above a riffle, drifting
below the surface into a calm pool as three awaiting trout
race into the sunlight, deceived by a tiny wet fly with the
subtle flash of peacock and auburn hackle.
Let’s take a journey back through the corridors of time
with a fly that has adorned the boxes of fishermen for
over four hundred years.

Beginnings

With origins in England, Wales and Ireland, the Peacock
Soft Hackle was a favorite fly of anglers when news
journals heralded the accomplishments of Galileo,
Shakespeare and John Smith’s Jamestown Colony in the
new world. It was a fly pattern described in nearly every
major work of fly fishing literature, the earliest written
in 1613—The Secrets of Angling by John Dennys—and on
through the ages to more modern works including Ray
Bergman’s Trout just before the onset of World War II.

Plate from Mary
Orvis Marbury’s
“Favorite Flies and
Their Histories”
(1892)
MERRIMACK RIVER VALLEY TROUT UNLIMITED

In 1883 Mary Orvis Marbury of Vermont penned: “The
Cock-y-Bonddu Hackle is made in imitation of a small
beetle, sometimes called the Bracken Clock. There are
several species, some of them found upon poplar trees,
and others are numerous upon ferns by the waterside. Fly
makers vary the size of the fly and its color slightly, and
name it according to locality, as the Marlow Buzz, Shorn
Fly, Hazel Fly and Brown Beetle.”

followed anglers across the continents and through the
corridors of time.
“Mark well the various seasons of the year
How the succeeding insect race appear
In this revolving moon one color reigns
Which in the next the fickle trout disdains
Oft have I seen a skillful angler try
The various colors of the treacherous fly
When he with fruitless pain hath skimmed the brook,
And the coy fish rejects the skipping hook
He shakes the boughs, that on the margin grow,
Which over the stream a waving forest throw
When if an insect fall, his certain guide
He gently takes him from the whirling tide
Examines well his form with curious eyes
His gaudy vest, his wings, his horns, and size
Then round his hook the chosen fur he winds
And on the back a speckled feather binds
So just the colors shine through every part
That Nature seems to live again, in art.”
– John Gay

Marlow Buzz, from Ray Bergman’s “Trout” (1938)
Francis Francis the British author wrote, “The Coch-ybonddhu a noted fly in Wales, and useful in very many
streams. It may be dressed of any size, from the largest to
the smallest. I use this fly in preference to all others, as a
wet fly, ribbed with fine gold wire, it kills in many streams
nobly.”

Contemporary
Today the fly fishing community has grown globally,
especially with the many new fly patterns shared online.
The evolution of styles and synthetic materials have
advanced to astounding levels. Yet this tiny soft hackle
remains, a durable reminder of the days of antiquity when
anglers first twisted feathers around a bent needle and
cast to trout with horsehair line. Whether it represents an
aquatic beetle, a terrestrial insect, or nymph with pulsating
hackle, the Cock-y-Bonddu will be found in fly boxes for
generations to come.
Perhaps you too will tie some peacock and brown feathers
on a hook and discover why this simple little fly has
MERRIMACK RIVER VALLEY TROUT UNLIMITED

Fred Klein photo
COCK-Y-BONDDU DRESSING
Pronounced: Cocky-Bondy
Hook: Partridge Round Bend Blind Eye size 8
Tag: fine gold wire
Body: peacock hackle—natural, not dyed—over black thread, ovalshaped body
Hackle: furnace hackle or brown rooster
Head: red 8/0 thread coated with lacquer
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The Beadhead Zebra Midge

An exceptionally simple yet deadly little Chironomid imitation that,
despite its diminutively small size, has proven extraordinarilly effective
on BIG trout indeed, the Beadhead Zebra Midge is both incredibly
easy to tie, and can be easily dapted at the vice to almost any color
combination necessary to match your locally specific hatch. A wise
choice on tailwaters and spring fed fisheries both Eastern and
Western alike, here's how we tie the Beadhead Zebra Midge.
Recipe / Materials List

•
•
•
•
•

Hook: Tiemco TMC 2488 Size 18 (or similar)
Bead: 5/64 inch Silver Cyclops Eye Bead

Thread: Black Danville's 6/0 Fly Master (or color of choice)
Rib: Extra-Small Silver UTC Ultra-Wire

Step 6: Once happy with our dubbed
thorax, we'll end the fly by installing a wellplaced whip knot neatly behind our bead.
Of course, once snugly secured, we'll then
trim away our excess tying thread cleanly
at its base with a quick close snip of our
scissors, and finish the fly with a small
drop of fine head cement placed carefully
over our whipped wraps.\
Summary / Closing Remarks: Well friends, there we have it! A
simple yet deadly little chironomid imitation that can easily be
adapted at the vise in both size and color to match your local
hatches with remarkable success, the Beadhead Zebra Midge
works especially well when trailed in dropper fashion behind a
larger heavier nymph, or a bushy high floating dry fly as well.
Dynamite for fooling BIG tailwater and springcreek trout alike, if
either are on your horizon for the season ahead, a healthy batch
of Beadhead Zebra Midges will prove a wise addition to your fly
box indeed! As always, have fun with this one gang. Thanks so
much for all your support, and please don't hesitate to call on us
if we can be of further assistance! Sincerely - Nate Harris

Thorax: Fine Black Dubbing (or color of choice)

Step 1: We'll start by attaching our tying
thread comfortably behind the bead head using
a standard jam knot. Once secured, and with
our thread's tag end neatly trimmed away, we'll
then tie in immediately behind our bead, a nice
long working length of silver XS ultra wire.

Step 2: Next, we'll then bind our wire rearwards
towards the hook bend using nice, smooth,
close-laid thread wraps, ensuring as we go to
work our thread continuously backwards along
the shank in smooth careful fashion, until we've
at last reached a comfortable stopping point
like shown, located deep into the hook's curved
bend!

The Tier's Bench at Stone River Outfitters

Join US! Like us on Facebook!

Step 3: We'll next begin wrapping our tying
thread forward again towards our bead,
employing as we did before, a continuous
series of smooth, carefully controlled, close
wound turns; creating as we go a handsome
level-laying double-layered body of thread.

Step 4: Once satisfied with our fly's thread
body, we'll next begin advancing our silver wire
rib forwards towards our bead, ensuring as we
wrap that we use steeply angled, carefully
controlled, evenly spaced turns. Naturally,
once we've reached our stopping point located
just behind the bead, we'll then tie off our wire
with a few snug thread wraps, and we'll rid
ourselves of the excess wire closely at its base with a quick
couple of twists, or a close careful snip.
Step 5: To create the Zebra Midge's
shouldered thorax, we will next roll a small
sparse pinch of fine velvety dubbing neatly
around our tying thread, and we'll then wind
into place immediately behind our bead, a nice
tight round-shaped dubbing ball.
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Aim your phone’s camera at this QR code
to join Merrimack River Valley TU on line.
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The Hatching Pupa

Originated by local fly fishing and fly tying legend Ellis Hatch, the Hatching
Pupa has proven itself among our all-time favorite and most productive wet
fly patterns for fooling trout. From Maine to Montana, whether fished alone
or tantalizingly strung behind a point fly in dropper fashion, be it in moving
rivers and streams or on stillwater lakes and ponds, this spruced up soft
hackle just plain hammers fish! Easily adapted at the vise in both color and
size to effectively mimic almost any emergent insect imagineable, here's
how we tie Ellie's deadly Hatching Pupa.
Recipe / Materials List

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hook: 1XL to 2XL Nymph/Wet

Step 6: Wrap the stripped peacock quill forward in
smooth, level fashion to create the abdomen, then
carefully tie off and trim.

Step 7: Counter wrap the wire rib forward over the quill
body with evenly spaced turns. Once ribbed, carefully
tie the wire off and trim away the excess as shown. A
quick coat head cement and a pause for drying will not
only help bring out extra luster, but will greatly enhance
this fly's durability too!

Step 8: Select 4-5 strands of peacock herl, tie them in
by their tips, twist for strength, then take 3 to 4 turns
with the twisted herl to produce a nice thick thorax.
Once satisfied, simply tie off and trim the remaining
herl away.

Thread: Danville's 6/0 Fly Master
Tail: Lemon Woodduck Fibers
Abdomen: Stripped Peacock Eye/Herl
Rib: Small Red Ultra-Wire
Thorax: Peacock Herl
Collar: Natural Hungarian Partridge

Step 9: Select a proportionally sized Hungarian
Partridge shoulder feather and carefully tie the
feather in just in front of the thorax, tip first and
curved side down, as shown.

Step 1: Attach your tying thread close to but
comfortably behind the hook eye as shown.
Step 10: Using your hackle pliers, grasp the feather
stem by its butt end and softly stroke the partridge
feather's fibers rearward with your offhand gently
"pinch folding" the hackle so that they'll behave better
when wrapping.
Step 2: Tie in your Ultra Wire on the underside of
the hook shank, then carefully wrap a smooth
level thread base rearward, simultaneously
binding down the wire as you go, stopping just
above the hook barb. Be sure to keep the wire rib
positioned directly underneath the hook while
wrapping!
Step 3: Select a well-marked Lemon Woodduck
flank and strip 10 or 12 fibers from it for the tail.
Measure the fibers so that they're approximately
1.5 times the gape of the hook, then tie them in
on top of the hook shank using a couple tight
turns of threads being sure to leave the leading
ends of the Woodduck fibers intact and
untrimmed. Again, do not trim Woodduck butts!
Step 4: Select a single herl from an eyed
peacock stick and carefully strip away the
iridescent fuzz using a pencil eraser. Once
stripped, tie the naked quill in, tip first, on the
underside of the hook shank directly below the
tail.

Step 5: After the rib, tail and quill have been
secured, smoothly advance your thread forward
along the hook shank simultaneously binding
down the untrimmed lemon wood duck fibers as
you go until close to, but not crowding the hook
eye, as shown. Trim away the remaining wood
duck fiber butts closely at their base, then bind
down of the cut ends in neat tapered fashion with
2 or 3 more well placed turns of thread.

MERRIMACK RIVER VALLEY TROUT UNLIMITED

Step 11: Take two to three of turns with the partridge
feather to create the collar, tie off and trim.

Step 12: Form a nice neat head, whip finish then
trim, and apply cement.

Summary / Closing Remarks: Well friends, there you have it! An absolute
killer that's proven its worth season after season on fussy brook, brown,
rainbow trout and more. From the east coast to west, there simply is no
wrong time, wrong place, or wrong way to fish the Hatching Pupa! An
exceptionally versatile, easy-to-tie, and oh so deadly pattern too, if you've
not given this signature soft-hackle wet fly adaptation from New
Hampshire's own Ellis Hatch a try; trust me, you should! Thanks as always
for all of your support, and please don't hesitate to call on us if we can be
of further help! Sincerely - Nate Harris
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Postponed Fly Fish New Hampshire Show
By: Todd Nelson, Vice President & Entertainment Chair

A

s you have heard, MRVTU had to postpone the Fly
Fish New Hampshire (FFNH) Show until 2022 due
to Evil-19. We depend on this annual show as our major
source of income for the year to support such programs
as the annual trout camp for young adults, Casting for
Recovery, NH Wildlife Federation, Piscataquog Land
Conservation and other groups that help support fishing
and the environment in our state and the stipend fees
for the new virtual meetings we are holding for our local
TU chapter. These funds accommodate these and our
expected expenditures. In order to compensate for this
loss of revenue, we are asking our members to consider
making monetary donations to the Chapter. MRVTU
needs your support!

Please send donations to:

MRVTU
c/o Charles F. Norris Jr., Treasurer
1 Ronisa Ave.
Litchfield, NH 03052

Please also consider supporting the below Non-Profit
Organizations and let them know MRVTU sent you to (and
please let them know you are a MRVTU member):
Thank you for your continued support.

Todd

Back in the Maine Stream
P.O. Box 180
Poland, ME 04274
207-468-7417
www.backinthemainestream.org
bfisheast@gmail.com

Casting for Recovery
522 Harbor View Drive
Saint Albans, VT 05478
802-548-5435
https://castingforrecovery.org/
npaquett345@gmail.com

Native Fish Coalition
78 Henry Cotton Road
Center Conway, NH 03813
https://nativefishcoalition.org/new-hampshire

NH Trout Camp
42 Lomg Pond Road
Concord, NH 03301
https://www.nhtucouncil.org/nh-tu-youth-trout-camp
info@nhtucouncil.org

NH Wildlife Federation
54 Portsmouth Street
Concord, NH 03301
info@nhwf.org

Three Rivers Stocking
24 Bay View Road
Dover, NH 03820
https://threeriversstocking.com/
richardhutchins43@yahoo.com
		
Piscataquog Land Conservation
5A Mill Street
New Boston, NH 03070
(603) 487-3331
https://plcnh.org/
plc@plcnh.org
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Fly Fishers International, William Ciaurro
55 Lane Road
Candia, NH 03034
(603) 501-9511
https://flyfishersinternational.org/
flyspoke@gmail.com

Wildlife Heritage Foundation
54 Portsmouth Street
Concord, NH 03301
(603) 496-2778
https://nhwildlifeheritage.org
admin@nhwildlifeheritage.org
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Also, we encourage you to support our past FFNH Show
exhibitors by making your purchases from them
(please let them know you are a member of MRVTU).

Allagash Tails
Tim Caverly
220 Morgan Lane
Millinocket, NE 04463
(207) 907-0517
https://allagashtails.com/
kgoldenr@myfairpoint.net

Broadside International
Angus Boezeman
39 Shaker Road
Concord, NH 03301
(603) 224-1766
https://broadsidei.com/
flyfishangus@comcast.net

Cabins at Lopstick
Bill Bernhardt / Courtney Major
45 Stewart Young Road
Pittsburg, NH 03592
(603) 538-6659
https://www.lopstick.com/
lopstickbill@gmail.com

CatchALure Fly & Lure Retriever
Dave Olexson
4818 Parkview Drive
Emmaus, PA 18049
(610) 462-4491
https://catchalure.com/
catchalure@gmail.com

Chick Embroidery
Bob Chick
556 Portland Street
Rochester, NY
(603) 332-5487
http://chickembroidery.com/
Bob@ChickEmbroidery.com

Dan’s Fly Shop
Danny LaPointe
26 Spring Road
Gorham, NH 03581
(603) 466-2656
https://dansflyshop.net/
dandebjts@yahoo.com

Elliot’s Hand Tied Flies
Harold Elliott
114 Garden Circle
Auburn, ME 04210
(207) 689-3600

Fish on Streamers
Tom Zuk
54 Andover Drive
Ctr. Barnstead, NH 03225
(603) 776-0950
fishonstreamers@metrocast.net

skipshoedog@aol.com

F.D. Kretchman Rod Co.
Fred Kretchman
46 Crockett Neck Road
Kittery Point, ME 03905
(603) 801-5745
https://www.kretchmanflyrods.com/
kretchmanflyrods@gmail.com

Fish Story Guide Service
Patrick Ard
91 Main Street
Raymond, NH 03077
patrick@fishstoryguideservice.com

Fisherman’s Choice
Joane Morse
266 Horse Corner Road
(603) 897-5188
Joanne@Haggettsmarine.com

Flyosophy Charters
Captain Mark Dysinger
Killingworth, CT 06419
(203) 815-8412
fishstalker@comcast.net

Fly Spoke Shop
William Ciaurro
55 Lane Road
Candia, NH 03034
(603) 501-9511
flyspoke@gmail.com

Hill County Guides
Nate Hill
P.O. Box 10
Pownal, ME 04069
(603) 835-3358
natefish83@gmail.com

HMH Vises
Jon Larrabee
2 Main Street
Biddeford, ME 04055
(207) 729-5200
jon@hmhvises.com

Joe Calcavecchia Saltwater Flies
Joe Calcavecchia
2 Martha Drive
Derry, NH 03038
(603) 548-7153
sltfly@aol.com

Lou Zambello
Author
louzambello@gmail.com
53 Dundee Road
Windham, ME 04062

David Van Wie
Author (207) 233-4481
dvanwie.79@att.net

Nashua Flycasters
Mark Thrnton
48 Whethersfield Road
Nashua, NH 03062
(603) 320-4848
thornton49@aol.com

NH Guides Association
Tom Caron
P.O. Box 255
Tilton, NH 03276
(603) 331-5251
tom@talltimber.com

New Hampshire River Guides
Dave Kolesar
142 Bullard Drive
Lyndeborough, NH 03082
(603) 554-0067
dave@nhriversguide.com
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North Country Anglers
Stephen Murphy
P.O. Box 1901
North Conway, NH 03860
shop@northcountryangler.com
Red Brook Tenkara
Bill Holleran
1599 Washington Street
Braintree, MA
(617) 584-9702
bill@redbrooktenkara.com

Northwind Outfitters Guide
Stephen Murphy
P.O. Box 492
Byfield, MA 01922
(978) 462-9263
lawnranger2856@aol.com
Rising Tide Anglers
Zak Robinson
1474 Islington Street
Portsmouth, NH 03801
(603) 828-8290
zak@risingtideanglers.com

Osprey Fishing Adventures
Ken Hastings
P.O. Box 121
Colebrook, NH 03576
(603) 331-1454
ospreynh@gmail.com
Shadcreek Flies
Rick Little
6 Tewksbury Road
Hampstead, NH 03841
(603) 329-5552
shadcreekflies@gmail.com

Shoals Fly Fishing
Peter Whelan
100 Gates Street
Portsmouth, NH 03801
(603) 205-5318
pawhelan@comcast.net

Stripers Forever
Fred Jennings
P.O. Box 946
Ipswich, MA 01938-0946
(617) 605-3150
fbj@fohe.zzn.com

Sunny Brook Nets
Thomas Stickney
5470 Route 113
Thetford Center, VT 05075
(802) 249-8793
Sunnybrooknets@gmail.com

Tall Timber Lodge
Tim Caron
609 Beach Road
Pittsburg, NH 03592
(603) 331-5251
tom@talltimber.com

The Fly Rod Shop
Bob Shannon
P.O. Box 960
Stowe, VT 05672
(802) 253-7246
Bob@flyrodshop.com

Tom Jutras
37 Onway Lake Road
Raymond, NH 03077
tightloop9@aol.com

Treko & Papa
Maria Papa & Emil Trecko
9 Eaton Ct
(978) 273-5651
acbevi@comcast.net

United Fly Tyers
Peter Vandermeulen
7 Pine Street
Newburyport, NH 01950
(978) 270-3972
vanderm@comcast.net

Bob Romano
62 Mt. Vernon Road
Columbia, NJ 07832
magalloway@mac.com

Channel Edge Charters
T&T Company
Bohier Lake Camps
Charles Crue
43 Estates Drive
Bob Giannino
165 Garden Street
Manchester, ME 04351
20 Lock Road
West Newbury, NH 01985
tandtcompany@aol.com
Billerica, MA 01821
channeledge@verizon.net 		
lacbohier@gmail.com
		
Mr. Ed’s Fly Shop
Sage Redington Rio
Tailored Travels
11 Honeysuckle Lane
Brad Gage
John Bunker
Brunswick, ME 04011
404 Warren Weright Road
(603) 770-6248
attaboysam@comcast.net
Belchertown, MA 01007
john.f.bunker@gmail.com
bgage@massed.net
Malden Anglers
Predator On The Fly
Craig Andree
Noame Buckman Stark
1 Wisemen Drive
105 Skylark Road
Peabody, MA 01960
Portland, ME 04103
(978) 531-7161
(906) 322-3555
candree@comcast.net
Nome77@gmail.com
		

Post Fly Box
Brian Runnals
101 Newburyport Turnpike #1
Newbury, MA 01951
(888) 310-3357
brian@postflybox.com
www.postflybox.com

Samantha Aronson
1267 VT Route 12S
Northfield, VT 05663
(802) 793-2866
samanthaaronson@gmail.com
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Speakers from this Past Season at the
Virtual TU Chapter Meetings

www.keepfishwet.org

lindsey.rustad@usda.gov

castingforrecovery.org/vtnh

Nome Buckman, Portland ME

Bob Clouser Sr., & Jackie Prock
MERRIMACK RIVER VALLEY TROUT UNLIMITED
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6-_fUrhnjGY
https://www.google.com/books/edition/The_Unreasona
ble_Virtue_of_Fly_Fishing/QB_3DwAAQBAJ?hl=en&gbpv
=1&printsec=frontcover

https://www.google.com/books/edition/Fly_Fishing_Ne
w_Hampshire_s_Secret_Water/jXPNDwAAQBAJ?hl=en&g
bpv=1&printsec=frontcover
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https://www.google.com/books/edition/Storied_Waters/hc2n
DwAAQBAJ?hl=en&gbpv=1&printsec=frontcover

https://www.google.com/books/edition/Flyfisher_s_Guide_to_
New_England/v7v7CwAAQBAJ?hl=en&gbpv=1&printsec=frontc
over
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More Reading Resources w/ QR Codes

Please scan QR code to view online. Just aim your phone’s camera (without snapping the picture)
at the QR Code and a dialog box to the website will show up on your phone’s screen.

Are you guilty of the 5 most common smallmouth fly
fishing mistakes? Here are quick fixes for better float
fishing.
https://flymenfishingcompany.com/blogs/blog/29646273-are-you-guilty-of-the-5-mostcommon-smallmouth-fly-fishing-mistakes-here-are-quick-fixes-for-better-float-fishing

Fly Fishing Tips: Adapting Streamer Designs for Warm
Water
https://flymenfishingcompany.com/blogs/blog/fly-fishing-tips-adapting-streamerdesigns-for-warm-water

Fly Selection and Speed of Current
https://flymenfishingcompany.com/blogs/blog/90556289-fly-selection-and-speed-ofcurrent

The Art of Stripping Streamers: Fly Fishing Tactics
https://flymenfishingcompany.com/blogs/blog/the-art-of-stripping-streamers-fly-fishingtactics

Temperate Bass Flies: How to Diversify Your Fly Box
https://flymenfishingcompany.com/blogs/blog/temperate-bass-flies-diversifying-your-flybox
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John Voelker was a judge in the state of Michigan. He was also a lyrical writer, and a lifelong intrepid angler—mostly fly fishing during his younger years, and then
exclusively so in his middle and older ages. His classic book, Trout Madness (St. Martin’s Press, 1960), written under his pen name, Robert Traver.

Testament of a Fisherman
I fish because I love to. Because I love the environs where trout are found, which are invariably beautiful, and hate the environs where
crowds of people are found, which are invariably ugly. Because of all the television commercials, cocktail parties, and assorted social
posturing I thus escape. Because in a world where most men seem to spend their lives doing what they hate, my fishing is at once an endless
source of delight and an act of small rebellion. Because trout do not lie or cheat and cannot be bought or bribed, or impressed by power,
but respond only to quietude and humility, and endless patience. Because I suspect that men are going this way for the last time and I for
one don’t want to waste the trip. Because mercifully there are no telephones on trout waters. Because in the woods I can find solitude without
loneliness… And finally, not because I regard fishing as being so terribly important, but because I suspect that so many of the other concerns
of men are equally unimportant and not nearly so much fun. — Robert Traver, Anatomy of a Fisherman
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